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difference between them and his other school-fellows. He
thought Circumcision was something religious, and enquired
no further into the matter. Was Buffin Burleybank a Jew ?
Was Jim Whittaker? Was Evangeline Birkenhead, on
cither side, Jewish ? It never occurred to Edward Albert
to ask, and there is no need to introduce irrelevant information
into this story. If Jews are so different you ought to be able
to tell.
But as the vague uneasiness of the Georgian decadence
spread and sought forms of expression, it was necessary to
protect oneself from any sense of responsibility in the matter
by finding scapegoats, and almost any outstanding group of
people was exposed to the honour of vicarious atonement.   A
certain section of the mixture of peoples called the Jews,
especially those hailing from Eastern Europe, is ghetto-con-
scious and suffers from an. Adlerian assertiveness, and it has
always been a temptation to bright young men of the Arme-
noid type to set up as " champions " for their "people **, to
revive the sense of being downtrodden if it threatens to wane
and insist upon a preferential association.   Jew must help Jew.
Such economic bad manners reveal a universal human ten-
dency ;   Scotchmen hang together, Welshmen control the
milk and drapery trades in London, and so on;   only the
drastic contempt of more broadly civilised individuals can do
anything to correct this exclusiveness.
Unhappily at the conclusion of the 1914-18 phase of the
world war, the professional Jewish ** champions ** set them-
selves with particular energy to inflame this racial segregation
in every possible way and to ignore as blatantly as possible
the common need for a world settlement. They did not want
to go on to a new world ; they headed their " people " for
Zion, They became Maccabean, they became heroic ; boys
in West Kensington dreamt of being Davids and their sisters
Esthers, No public man, no writer, no journalist could go
anywhere without having the Jewish Problem thrust into his
face as though it was tfce one supreme interest of mankind.
He was threatened implicitly or explicitly with boycotts and
mischief if he refused his appointed r61e as a Gkleonite, *

